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Book complex
develops under
workmen's gaze
by Rik Dalvit
Central's new Library Complex is inexorably rising from the sea
of mud and stone at the corner of 14 Ave. and "D" street.
"Everything's right on schedule," said Bill Miller, Superintendent
for the Moen Construction Company of Yakima. It is Miller's job to
oversee the $14,648,000.00 project.
·
Monday he was doing just that in the trailer that serves as his
on-site office. Sheafs of blueprints were stacked o~ plywood shelves
and chunks of mud frescoed the' floor. It had been raining and
mountainous cumuli dwarfed the Ellensburg skyline which will soon·
accomodate two new profiles.
"Just give us some good weather and ... " Miller's left hand rose,
palm extended to the ceiling of the trailer to illustrate how good
weather would speed things up. Despite the bad weather Miller
seemed happy wit~ the pr'o gress and apparently the structures
taking shape matched the shapes diagrammed on the blueprints he
poured over inside the trailer;
Outside, the giant hammerhead crane bellowed as it turned on its
axis, its dolly helloing up and down the boom, delivering helpings of
brick and mortar to masons laboring on the ramports.
The masons, standing behind the_wall they were laying had the
look of defenders of a castle, ready to pour boiling oil down to repel
any barbarians that might s~orm the walls with ladders and
. longbows or without union cards.
Although there was no prize for doing so, on request Dick Wells, a
consulting inspec~or,'extimated tha,t well over a million bricks will
be used in the two buildings.
Thankfully, the two buildings will be fairly harmonious with their
nei~hbors,the L&L, Fine Arts and Michaelson, but in doing so they
will further contrast and alienate the cement . parapeted Bastille ·
looming in the seeds across 14Ave. and the spring loaded physical
plant at the edge of the field.
The library project was funded by a statewide library bond issue
passed' by voters in 1969. Plans were drawn up that year and bids
went out. The bids, all of which exceeded the funds available were
all rejected. The plans were reduced and consequently so were the
bids, the John J. Moen Company of Yakima won the contract as low
bidder in a field of nine and began work last March.
The building with the schloss-like turrets peering out on D St. will
lend an air of Disneyland to the austere upper campus. This building
will house some classrooms, a small auditorium, and some academic
offices. The large building will be the new library and its ·very size
may swallow the present book collection without a trace.
The buildings are nameless as of yet, and will remain so until the
standing committee on building names selects names for them.
Other buildings still unamed are the L&L, and Fine Arts.
Presumably the names these buildings will carry will be those of
distinguished faculty members. Presently, no names are under
consideration .

HOD CARRIER AL FOX straddles a wall of the new library building being constructed on upper campus. Workmen at the site say
the job is progressing on schedule and would be aided by some good
weather.
[photo by ·Brian PugnettiJ

Stan Fox, Brick Superintendent, John Fant, Operating Engineer, Marlin Butler, Carpenter, and ·an unidentified man are ' four of the men working on the library building.
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Metcalf calls
for idealism
Speaking before a mock legis- little ... it is apparently legal, but
lative session ~~ Central, St ate it is still wrong and the law must
Senator Jack Metcalf called for be changed."
"Do you really expect change
idealism and dedication on the
part of students ·to break the from those who receive hundreds
power of the seniority system of thousands of dollars ·from large
and encourage campaign spend- money special interests? Do you
ing reform.
really expect Maggie to work
Jn urging students to pass a · hard and use his power to change
bill on term limitation, Senator the law~ Do you really expect
Metcalf said: "I would be ex- him to "Help keep the big boys
tremely pleased to see you pass a honest"?
term limitation bill in this mock
Citing the subtlety of camsession. It will lfelp bring this paign contributions as influencvery important matter out into ing future votes, Metcalf pointed
the light of day from the dark out how difficult it is to vote
pigeon hole of the rules commit- directly a!?ainst the interest. that
tee. The first term limitation bill was ~ maJor money factor m an
in Washington State was intro- election.
duced by Metcalf. He has re-sub-·
He further pointed out US
mitted the bill each session since Senator Magnuson ?as been
reported. to ~~ve rais~d ~ver
1969.
Speaking on the abuses of $300,000 m p.ohti~al contributions
campaign contributions from to date, while his three known
large special interests, Metcalf opponents prob~bly have had
criticized US Senator warren pledged or contributed less than
Magnuson and turned Magnu- $50,000.
son's own 1968 campaign slogan
Senat?r Metcalf concluded by
c~allengmg th~ stud~~ts to acaround when he said:
"In 1972 402 individuals with tively work m political camincomes ov~r $100,000 paid no in- p~igns. this year for those ~ho
come tax at all. I am not will brmg about these campaign
including those who I?aid very reforms .

GATHERED AROUND PROPOS~D BILLS in
the Senate chamber of last weekend's Mock
. Legislature are ·several senators and event
organizers. . Left to right are Bri~ Howard of

Central, an unidentified Tacoma CC student,
Greg Hoffnagel, YVC, Roger Ferguson, Central,
and Deb~a Gould, Olympia Vocational Technical
Institure.
[photo by Scott H. Lewis]
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Come In andTry Our NEW SANDWICHES

ises and fun took place last
weekend as students from colleges and universities around the
state gathered on campus for the
first annual Mini-Mock State
Legislature. The four days were
devoted to discussing legislation
in both committees and general
assembly, and listening to addresses by various state officials.
John Presson, a co-organizer of
the event, said that approximately 100 items of legislation "were
introduced to the two chambers
of the mock legislature with
some- 35 bills being passed by
both bodies and sent to the State
Legislature.
Among the bills passed by the
group were appointments of
students to Boards of Trustees, a
state-wide educational tv network, a shield law for journalists,
compensation of victims of crime
and revisions of the laws concerning controlled-substances.
Among the pieces of approved
legislation was a joint memorial
to the United · State House of
Representatives asking for that
body to bring articles of impeachment against President Nixon

HANDSOME IS ...
AS HANDSOME DOES!

The most vocal debate of the
four day session was concerning
the death penalty for the crime of
kidnapping. The debate was
conducted among charges and
counter charges and more than a
few frayed tempers. The bill died
at the eleventh hour in a
compromise form when the Senate failed to act on it before
adjournment.
The delegates heard speeches
by Senators Pete Francis, Jack
Metcalf, R. Ted Bottiger, and
Don Whiting. Also in attendence
was Rep. Nat Washington and
AFL-CIO lobbyist Larry Kenny.
In keynote address, Sen. Francis state that "If you do· not want
to serve in the legislature
because you think it is controlled
by the hacks and crooks, you are
in effect saying that you are
going to leave it to the hacks and
the crooks." Francis said that he
sees the word "fair, functionable;
acountable, informed, responsible and efficient" as his definition
of a superior legislator.
In the main address, Sen.
Metcalf attacked a number of
customs of both state and federal

Most of Metcalf s attack was
aimed at the seniority system as
it applies on both the state and
national level. He said that the
seniority system makes a career
of politics, an eventuality he
. stated, that the framers of the
· constitution never envisioned.
To prove his point the Senator
said that 100 years ago the
average age of committee chairmen was in the 40's. The person
served a few years and then
went back ho·me. Since then,
Metcalf said, the average age is
63. He said that this is dangerous
since a number of long term
delegates develop a contempt for
the people who vote for them.

1
1

To counter this problem, Metcalf has introduced in the past
few legislative sessions a bill that
limits a legislator to a 12 year
term.
The 12 year veteran is backing
up his program by resigning
from the legislature to run fOr
the US Senate against Sen.Warren Magnuson in this year's
election. Metcalf said that he
plans to use Magnuson's decades
in the Senate as the main
campaign issue.

Central similar to ·uw
says Affirmative Action

'Celebrating the Arts'

. Crier

Thursday, Apr. -4, 1974 --paa:e

Humanities sponsoring events;
_discussions, exhibits planned

a

The University of Washington, within the last week, received
. notification from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
that either the university come up with a workable affirmative
action hiring policy or all federal funds will be cut off.
by Darwin Geary
for the broadway musical "Kiss graphic arts.
On March 8, 1974 Wallace Wecster II, the director of Central's
An ambitious public program Me Kate".
May 17-18: High School Drama
Affirmative Action Program, gave a report to the college's Board of of music, art, drama, photoFestival.
May
8-9:
Orchesis
(modern
graphy, dance, lectures and disTrustees. Webster's report was presented before the trustees'
cussion will take place in May, dance) two ·p erformances.
May 23: Central Washington
meeting convened and was not covered by the local Yakima or
May 6-10, 13-17: The New State College Band Concert.
here at Central.
Ellensburg press.
The marathon of performances Photographies, in the ·art gallery
Webster said to the meeting that an "atmosphere of urgency must .and activities has been put · of the Fine Arts Building. This is
May 25: Central Washington
be created."
together by the college's school a nationally famous display of State College Choir Concert,
He was asked by a member of the Crier staff at the meeting if the
of arts and humanities under the contemporary works that point which will be Dr. Wayne Hertz'
overriding title of "Sight, Sound, up new directions in the photo- final concert at the college.
condition at Central was similar to that of the UW?
and Symbol...Celebrating the
"Central's situation is very
Arts
and Humanities."
similar to the University's,"
Ten sepa:.ate events are proWebster replied.
. grammed, varying in length from
Webster's duties as affirmaa one night performance of the
tive action director are to
Utah Symphony to a two week
monitor activfries that are conexhibition of contemporary
ducted under Executive order
trends in photography.
11246 and advise the administraAlso scheduled is a two week
tion of the deficiencies.
symposium with five distinguishby David Schell
The affirmative action proDr. Lawrence Danton, a mem- ed scholars discussing current
gram got started as a result of
the civil rights movement. Exec- ber· of the Bob Hope Scholarship issues that confront mankind. A
utive Order 11246 was signed by Foundation, said that after pay- production of Shakespeare's
President Lyndon B. Johnson in - ing expenses and Hope, the "The Taming Of The Shrew" is
foundation will net approximate- yet another feature, plus choral
1965.
'
and instrumental concerts.
It stated that not only will ly $5500.
"Our purpose is to offer the
'federal contractors practice e"We grossed about $17,000,
qual opportunity for minorities, hut after paying Hope his fee of public a high level of entertainbut they will take steps to assure $9500, the security guards, and ment and stimulating informaequal opportunities are provided. the expenses of hiring and tion broadly representative of
The act meant that any agency cleaning Nicholson Pavilion, we the areas with which our school
or institution receiving $50,000 cleared between $5000 or $6000," deals," said Dr. John B. Housley,
or more of federal funds or Dr. Danton said. Attendance at dean of the school of arts and
employing at least 25 people is Hope's show was estimated at humanities.
subject to the law.
"This will be a kind of new and
3200,. according to Dr. Danton.
President Richard M. Nixon
special effort to highlight the
Dr. Danton said the operating
amended the order to include
arts and humanities, we'd like to
committee of the foundation has
women.
put ourselves on display," he
In an interview earlier with not yet decided .on how the added. The following is an outline
the Crier Webster said: "There scholarships will be issued or of dates and events:
has to . be some biases and what students will be eligible.
May 1-3: Faculty Art Show, in
prejudices in hiring on this "We have two choices for the the art gallery of the Fine Arts
disbursement of the funds. We
campus."
Building.
There are no female deans, no can give out the money in a short
May 3: The Utah Symphony;
female chairmen and no female period of time or form an conducted by Ardean W. Watts,
endowment
and
stretch
out
the
hiring officials, he pointed out.
in a special evening performance
Central has not yet been scholarships for a longer period at the Pavilion. This orchestra is
of
time,"
he
said.
reviewed by the Office of Civil
recognized as one of the nation's
Rights which is under HEW. In
The operating committee, com- top ten symphonic groups.
the state the UW has drawn posed of faculty members, will
May 8-9: Humanities Sympomost of the fire from HEW.
meet soon to develop the criteria sium, featuring Kenneth Burke,
Central has a $1.2 million for the scholarships. Scholarship
-author, humanist, and professor
federal income.
funds will be available in the fall
at the University of Pittsburg;
Law requires that if minority of the 1974-75 school year.
Giovanni Costigan, writer, hisgroups are not immediately
Dr. Danton said that although torian, and professor at the UW;
available in the local community,
Hope did charge a fee for Francis Hsu, author, cross culthey must be located in other
appearing at Central, it was tural analyst, chairman of Northcommunities and informed oft he
$5000
lower than the usual western University's Anthropojobs.
Central's location makes it charge for his personal appear- logy Department; · E. L. Doctorow, novelist [The Book of
difficult to find qualified person~ ances.
"It would take years to raise Daniel], professor at Sarah Lawnel.
.
Every other -institution and the amount of money that we rence College.
May 8: Rennaisance concert,
agency in the country is looking received from the Hope benefit,"
for members of minority groups Dr. Danton said. "About the only Hertz Auditorium.
May 10-11, 16-18: .The Taming
and women that are qualified for other way we could raise the
jobs. This causes people to raise money that fast would be if of the Shrew, McConnel Auditoitheir salary level because they someone dies and that's coming ium. One of Shakespeare's best
by it the hard way."
are in demand.
loved comedies; used as the basis
603 North Main 925-5539

$5,500

from Hope
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INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR

SOUTH ·AMERICAN.
EDUCATIONAL
ADVENTURE
June~ 17 - July 13 $2650 ·

.

•' ·

TOUR: Ecuador, Peru, Argentina, Paraguay,
Brazil, Colombia, Etc..
.
VJSIT: Macho Picchu, Iguassu t,alls, Rio,
Brazilian ·J ungles, .Amazon, Schools,
Educators, Cultural Activities, Etc~
,--~-------__.

........ ...;._____ ........ --------- -----....................,
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( To: Dr. J. Wesley Crum
I
.
No. 31 Black Hall

i

l
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963-1671 ·
962-2327
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I
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I am interested in the South American Tour.
~
I Send information and reserve~;nn forms.
f
I Name ____________________________________________ 1,

I

.__

\ Address
J Telephone
..:. _______ ..,..

_______

.._._.

'L~
....
b~I~
· ,~~
. FARM
~,~

____________ _________
No. of Persons·
..._

I

...,_· f

·FRESH MILK .

V~

55¢ 1/2 Gallon
OPEi 4:00 to l Pl -DAILY
·Sn1ders Bread, Walkers Farm Fresh Eggs,
Butter, Ice Cream. Eve.,thing To Suit Your
DailJ Daill Needs.
FOOD STAMPS ACCEPTED
419 .W. 15th Ave.
8 b.locks West of the Pavilion
/

!Opinion
Streaking cited as n·e w revolution
Those who look back on fashions and fads have labeled streaking a
convulsion of the sexual revolution. And, it very well might be.
However, streaking goes beyond the social expressionism of the
dormitory and the fraternity.
Streaking has demonstrated that there is a tremendous amount of
energy still on the campuses.
At Central the most exciting thing that happened the nights and
days of March 5, 6, 7, 8 and so on, was the 2000 plus crowd that
spread over Streak Alley in their massive and protective way,
shielding the streakers.
Those who pronounce the. campuses dead are pushing personal
opinions ahead of fact. The P-1 has said that: "Beer, books, banality
and even the Bible are back." The fact is beer, books, etc. never left
the campuses.
The revolution of the sixties, which has been pronounced dead
and almost buried by the media, did not concern the fraternity
brothers. It concerned the. students and the government. The
revolution on campuses in the sixties drew its force from the energy
of the nameless crowds that only occassionally appeared in Time
Magazine, the same way streaking got its short lived life from the
energy of the crowds.
The crowd that rallied to the shout of "streakers" will also gather
in the name of revolution. The energy necessary for another con-.
frontation between the students and the government still lives.
The reasons for striking out again are too numerous to list or
categorize.
If anyone is watching the campuses they should realize that
silence does not mean that students are now banal and indifferent.
.
Bill Whiting

crier
wcS i

r#J I sbte ~ ~ cmxilb1
nM'S 963-lCY.26
. ~ 963-17'lh

- - "Well, Steve, I think the crime wave's over.
They've got their clothes on again."

Impeachment 'fair' for Nixon;
Mead calls for scandal end
Describing Watergate as "a final expression
of contempt for law at the very top," Dr.
Margaret Mead today called for a "moral
renaissance" and argued that . impeachment
would be "fair" to the President.
"What is uncertain is whether there is enough
faith in the rule of law in this country; where
almost everyone cheats all the time," Dr. Mead
said in a copyrighted article for the April issue
of Redhook.
"If Americans finally com·e face fo face with
this (the seriousness of Watergate), it may have
the same beneficial effect as treating a boil by
lancing it at the top," the noted anthropologist
declared.
"Impeachment is fair to the President," Dr.

Mead . said. "The people of the US need to
understand that impeachment is not the same as
a conviction, not a way to automatically throw
the President out of office.
"To impeach is simply to bring an accusation
or accusations against a public official, and this
is followed by a fair trial. Impeachment of a
President means that you are trying the highest
office in the land in the only court where the
Constitution says he should be tried."
One of several women leaders interviewed by
Redhook who called for an end to the scandals
that began with Watergate, Dr. Mead contended, "We need to bring our practices into a
somewhat closer fit with our professed ideals on
which a moral renaissance could rest."
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CAMPUS CRIER EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
FOR SUMMER QUARTER
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ILetters

has yet to b~ reached.
ing. We won because we were "thanks" for being considerate) that students are using these
Eighteen-year-olds have yet to right and because we had top- and heard a scream from some- crosswalks all hours of the day.
be granted the right to purchase notch representation by the one in the group. Instantly I
Or: 4) Street lights that a
and consume alcoholic beverages union. But the victory does not . turned to look behind- me and a crossing pedestrian could push a
and just as importantly, the right belong to us, nor does it belong to white station wagon screached to button for the light to change.
to be employed in alcohol related the union. The victory belongs to a stop against my leg! I put my
I don't pretend any of the
jobs. While obscured by recent you, all of you. It's yours. Use it. left hand involuntarily on the above ·suggestions are the anevents, we feel this issue is still
Dave Soltman hood pushing in a defensive re- swer, however, something needs
an important one for thousands
action. Shocked, I continued to be' tried. Mainly I hope to
of young citizens in this state.
across the street, looked back in- generate someone's "thinking
A lawsuit is pending in SuperTo the editor:
to the face of a fair, blonde power" into "doing power."
' Yes, the streakers have been ior Court, Thurston County
What are we waiting for
woman.
which will determine if denying
out in full force these I.a st few
I DID NOT see her coming. death?!
weeks., providing cheap sex edu- 18, 19 and 20-year-olds the right
Evelyn Cox
Later I was told by others in the
cation for all the young maids of of employment and consumption
group
that
she
was
"really
comour fair metropolis (Yes, Dor- of alcohol is an infringement of To the editor:
Letters to the editor and guest
It seems something has to be ing." Regardless, some things
othy, all men have those things their constitutional rights. Hauneed
to
be
enforced.
editori~ls
are welcomed. The
down there), and undoubtedly ser v. Washington State Liquor done conctrning the unmarked
I propose:
Crier reserves the right to edit
crosswalks
on
8th
St.
Especially
gaining · for themselves some , Control Board is presently sche1) Enforcing the posted speed for libel and space. Letters must
quick highs and adrenalin rushes · dt<led for May 29. But funds are those between Walnut and "D'' limit! PLEASE.
IJe signed and noted if name is to
Streets.
Too
many
people
have
while cavorting through the needed for fees, research, expert
2)
Stop
Signs
at
the
crosswalks
be
withheld by request. They
crowds of more timid, but none- witnesses and fund drives them- been injured and far too mahy - stating vehicles MUST STOP, may be mailed or delivered to the
have
had
"close
calls."
- , the-less curious onlookers. And selves; we need student help
On March 27 at 5 p.m. as I look- then proceed with CAUTION. Or Crier office,' SUB 218, by the
from it all we have learned ·valu- once again. We need and want
east on 8th St., after a vehicle at least "Caution" or "Cross~ Friday before the date of publicaed
your support in raising sufficient
able lessons.
walk" signs. Or:
tion.
Yes, all bodies are fairly much funds to litigate this issue zoomed by, and then looked west
3) Street lights at each crossDue to space limitations, the
to
see
the
two
lanes
of
traffic
alike. And many men on campus properly.
walk.
Perhaps
they
could
blink
Crier
may not be able to print all
There should be no problem from the west stopping - I and yellow, except between noon to letters received for that edition .
are now reassured of their masother
Central
co-workseveral
. culinity, having found they aren't with spending limitations since
one p.m. and 5 to 5:30 p.m. when The Crier will, in these cases,
this issue is certainly one of ers, began in the crosswalk (that pedestrian traffic is the great~st publish letters giving a broad
so badly hung after all.
And some marriages have im- "student" interest. Just as the is no longer visibly marked). I · then the light could blink red. . perspective of the opinion that
proved, because now the wife student fund supported IP AC gave a short wave to the stopped We must always keep in mind are received for that issue.
sees that her husband isn't as pressed for change in Olympia, traffic heading east (as a
badly endowed as she thought, or so are we pressing for change in
that its ·true, most men don't in our state's courts. While this
have really hairy· chests . . But request should be given full and
SURVEY FORM TO ASCERTAIN POSSIBLE WAITING LIST FOR DAY CARE
due consideration, we cannot
th~re was one streaker that was
overstress the urgency · of this
I~ an ath'mpt tu • ... n•rtein tht• pc•tt·ntiel m·t-d for C"empu ... Be.\ ( "•r••
really something.
.
•• ( t•ntnl tht• \\ •"'hin•tnn ( "e· ntt·r for
( "hildhood •:duntion
l'ut•nt ln\oh t•mt•nt I,•~ ( 'ere- rt•qut•sl tht• followin• inform•lion
And I would really like to appeal.
Pie-a"''' C"omplt•lt• end n·turn thiJoo to tht' PA(' offkt• in tht> Sl 'H .~
Student organizations have .
._.H•n .... pc•Joo!ioibJt•.
know, who was that guy with the
furry butt and the cloven provided much ·appreciated supName of Parent _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _ __
hooves? I'm sure someone among · port in the past. If that generous
If married, is your spouse a s t u d e n t ? - - - - - your readers will remember him. support continues, our chances of
Number
of hours this q u a r t e r - - - - - - - He was the one humming some- success are greatly increased.
Address--------------D
e
p
t/Major-------------Thank
you,
thing by Stravinsky.
Michael H. Larama
Year (circle) Fr. So . Jr. Sr. Grad.
Sincerely,
City------Zip---Phone---Alan Tickner
Employed?--------------

$treaking:
anatomy in
the evening

8th needs
enforcing

•:.rl~

Vidory
for Civil

Student
support
asked

servants
To the editor:
My co-worker and I were recently charged with wrongdoing.
We defended our actions, and our
administrators' response was to
change their initial "cautionary
memo" into a formal letter of reprimand to be placed in our Personnel Files. We appealed to the
President, who appointed a hearing officer to hear and arbitrate
.the dispute. We won that hear-

To the editor:
Dear Mr. Ferguson:
. Eighteen-year-old majority
rights has traditionally been a
"student" cause. The legislative
and political struggles to gain the
vote were predominantly engineered and carried out by
students and student organizations. However, full majority
rights for 18, 19 and 20-year-olds

(check) Mother _ _ _ Father _ _ _ _ _ __
(check) Student _ _ _ Staff _ _ _ Faculty___

Number of c h i l d r e n - - - - - - A g e s - - - -

If Student: Dept/ M a j o r - - - - - - - - --

(circle ages of ones
needing day care)

Number of hours per week _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Year (circle) Fr. So. Jr. Sr. Grad.
Employed?-------------Number of hours per w e e k - - - - - - - - -

Divorced

Separated
Widowed

YES, WE HAVE IT!

Golden Needle
Fabric Shop
5 Blocks South of Beefeaters
962-9309

Ethnic group _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Veteran? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total annual income

Marital Status (circle) Single Married

.

Ptain, -strips, prints
In several weights

Average number of hours per week
each child would need day care _ _ _ _ _ __
(check) Part time day care __ Full time day-care _ _

DENIM
DENIM
DENIM!
.

Number of hours per w e e k - - - - - - - - -

KCWS
FOR CLUES
IN THEIR FANTASTIC

$2,000
..
· ALBUM
GIVE-AWAY

l

$0-3ooo

(circle)
pooo-5000

$8000-15,000

$5000-sooo

Over $15,000
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Third World Spotlight ·
.

Campus Hours

/

Mike Reichert

In the issues of the Crier preceeding the
spring break, I attempted to point out what I
felt to be an inequity in the education system in
Washington. That is, that students being
trained to teach young childr,en in our public
schools, are not being adequately prepared to
understand and cope with the unique problems
faced by minority children in today's educational
process.
I went into great detail, using statistics to
substantiate my claim. I even went so far as to
suggest a remedy to the situation. I felt that the
problem could be solved simply by having the
Education department require an Ethnic
Studies class in its professional sequence. My
efforts received no response. I then went about
placing the blame for the entire situation on the
Ed. department.
I now realize that I was wrong. The blame for
tnis unintended, unforeseen, overlooked form of
social racism cannot be placed on the Ed.depart- ·

Library _
7:50 a.m. - 11:30 p.m ...... Monday - Thursday
7:50 a.m. - 5:00 p.m ..... _........... Friday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m ............... Saturday
2:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m ............... : Sunday

Bookstore
9:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m .......... Monday - Friday
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m ................ Saturday
CLOSED ................. ........ Sunday

Cafeteria
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m ........... Monday - Friday

ment.
For that matter, it cannot be placed on
Central as an institution created to train
teachers, nor can it ,be placed on the state
because the state endeavors to treat each
citizen-s~udent exactly the same. ·
Where, then, does the blame lie? Is anyone
responsible?
Well, as you may have guessed, chasing blame
soon became a futile effort. The fact is, tha:t regardless of who's to blame, minority children are
still being shortchanged'..
I am going to continue to advocate in this
column and anywhere I can, total preparation
for tomorrow's teachers.
One of the steps that will bring such
preparation is to require an Ethnic-oriented
class in the Ed. sequence. But even more important, people in positions of power must be. shown
that racism in our schools--unintentional or not-cannot be tolerated.

Games Room
10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m ........ Monday - Friday
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m ...... Saturday & Sunday

SHOE.SOLE
Famalare Sandals

Artists participating in the Third World Arts
Workshop Festival scheduled to run May 13
through 18 at Central.
Ishmael Reed, author of three novels and
numerous poems, was nominated for two
National Book Awards in 1973. He is the founder
and director of Yardbird Publishing Co. Inc. and
the director of Reed, Cannon & Johnson
publishers. He will do a poetry and fiction
reading at the Arts Workshop Festival.

-Ohooooo
So Comfortable!

State child care conference Friday

ALL LEATHER
CREPE SOLES

A two-day conference dealing
The state director of a Washwith college campus child care ington Campus Child Care Coalicenters will open Friday at tion will present the keynote
Central.
address for the conference which

BE A

Platoon
Leaders
Class

en
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~
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r+ ·

-·
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Marine Corps . --1

Financial
Assistance
Program

Al Young, born May 31, 1939 at Ocean
Springs, Mississippi, has worked at a number of
occupations--disc jockey, professional musician,
lab assistant, yard clerk for the Southern Pacific
Railroad, medical photographer, Spanish tutor,
personnel interviewer, , book reviewer and
writing instructor. He once portrayed the young
Archie Moore in a filmed TV documentary on
the legendary boxer's life.

MARINE
OFFICER!

Specialized
Skills

N
0w

· THE MARINE OFFICER SELECTION TE~ VV1LL BE
IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
9:00 am - 3:00 pr:n April ·17th, 18th .& 19th

.

is expected to attract 50 delegates from public and private
higher education institutions
throughout the state.
David J. Petersen, director of
the state coalition, also serves as
a member of the National Campus Task Force of the Day Care
and Child Development Council
of America.
Petersen will speak at 7:30
p.m. Friday in Munson Hall on
the topic "Campus Child Care:
An Orpha~ in Daycareland.". He
also is scheduled to report to
coalition members about his
recent trip to Washington, D.C.
on behalf of the organization.
Sessions Friday and Saturday,
starting with registration at 3
p.m. Friday, are open to the
public. Registration fees of $2
per person for Central students,
faculty and staff and for Ellensburg residents wishing to attend
will be charged.
Conference delegates are to be
invited to tour the Central Early
Childhood Education child care
center in MichaelsQn Hall between 3 and 5:30 p.m. Friday,
according to Edith Greatsinger,
director.
There will be workshop sessions, task force meetings and
regional caucuses during the ~on
ference. In addition, reports will
be given on the status of child
care legislation now pending
before state lawmakers.
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Wedged shelves
solve plant problems

BIKERS AND THEIR BIKES will be a more
frequent scene around Ellensburg and it's
surrounding countryside as spring wears on.
For cyclists, like Suzi Christianson, wanting
better route than down the campus mall, the

a

With the current popularity of indoor .exotic plants, the most
pressing problem for the amateur horticulturi~t is no~ what to buy,
but where to put what he has. Homemade nailess wmdow shelves
are an anwer to the problem of space.
·
. Nailess window shelves can be installed with no tools, by the ~ost
amateur handyman, and at the cost of about 14 cents a foot. ~a1less
shelves are placed in the window at different levels. They will not
damage the window frame because they are suspended by soft
wedges.
.
Indoor plants thrive on sunlight. They usually come. m small p_ots
(four inches or smaller), with a loose soil mixture makmg them l_1ght
weight. Because of this, plant shelves do not need to be nailed,
braced or glued.
·
.
Nailess window shelves can easily be adjusted or removed quickly
without tools.
To build and install the shelves first choose a window that has a
hard frame, preferably wood, that is under 36 inches wide.
Measure the inside distance of the window at the point where the
shelves are to go to get an exact measurement. Subtract threesixteenths to"l/4 of an inch to allow for the wedges·. For example, If
the window is 36 inches the shelves should be 35 3/4 inches.
1f the 'window has an irregular casing mea.s ure the shortest
distance. Small blocks or scraps of the wedges can be used to make
the casing square.
/
.
At the lumber yard buy "stock one-by-four inch" wood which sells
for about 14 cents a linear foot. Ask the salesman to cut the boards
to size, keeping in .mind the subtracted three-sixteenths to 1/4 inch.
Also buy one cut cedar shingle to use for a wedge. The cedar
shingle should have a clear grain and be smooth on both sides. With
a little luck the cedar shingle will be free.
To install the shelves put one end at the desired level and lift the
other end sliding the shingle, thick end down, between the end and
the frame. If the window frame is not flat, build up the difference
with pieces of the shingle not used . to wedge the shelve.
Tap the shelve in place with the palm of your hand making sure it
is level. A book works as a good hammer also. Several trys may be
needed to set the shelve in the exact place, but practice makes
perfect.
The shingles can be trimmed if desired to dress up the shelves but
new wedges will be needed if the shelves need to be adjusted or
moved again. To trim the shingles score, then with a sharp knife and
break them over cutting off the splinters.

Ellensburg Park Department has assigned
several bicycle routes. Varying from 4 to 25
miles in length, maps of the different routes are
available from the .Park Department.
[photo by Peter 8. Mead] ·

Members of National Inner Peace Movement
lisJ awareness, tranquility, sensitivity as goals
by Lisa Fischer
According to Joe Geary the
National Inner Peace Move- ·
· ment's Traveling Lecturer, not
all of your feelings are your own.
The temporary aches and pains
from time to time may be someone else's feelings and your own
body sensitivity may simply be in
tune to them.
The body is a vehicle to expel
energy from the high spirits you
have within you all the time.
Geary referred to these as angels
that are here to help you carry
out your purpose on earth. The
NIPM's principal goal is to help
people become masters of their
own situation and better leaders
by first learning to understand
themselves and their goals. ·
There are three states of
being, according to the doctrine
of NIMP--the first ·are the high
angel helpers who are located
around the head area, who keep
you on top of what is going on
around you; the second state is
that of being in limbo, when you
think you are aware of and sensitive to your circumstances, but
you're not really sure; the third
is the state of being constantly
confused because of being tied
with earth bound souls while
being materially oriented.
The NIPM attempts to get
people out of their earth bound
lives and bring them in touch
with the energy they possess
inside themselves.
Growth cycles in a human life
are divided into seven years time
periods with the ages of 0-7 being
the most sensitive years. These
are the years in which most programming is taught so your body
never has time to learn how to be
aware. The years from 63 to 70
are the best time of life. if a

person reaches t.h at age.
Everyone possesses four ways
of perceiving life, through intuition, ·vision, prophecy, and feeling. Although everyone has all
fo~r of these abilities, one is always stronger than the rest.
People possessing the gift of intuition are able to get others to ·
work for them. Those with the
gift of vision are able to dream .
events that will take place in the
future.
An example of a man with the
gift of prophecy is Edgar Cayce he has the ability to control the
energies that are passed through
him from the high spirits. People
who have the gift of feeling
usually have a great deal of
energy in their hands.

Friday night Geary also demonstrated some sensitivity
techniques for cleansing yo11r
body.of tensions. The first step is
to . take several deep breaths,
then, when you feel relaxed,
place your hands on your forehead (the third eye), bringing
them down over your cheeks to
the underside of your chin. Shake
them once and return your hands
to yQur forehead, over the top of
your head and down the back of
your head to your back. The
small group present at this meeting agreed that it was a relaxing
excercise.
When you experience dreams
during sleep, what you are really
experiencing is your intelligence
leaving your body and traveling

somewhere else. It is actually involved with the very experience
you are dreaming about, so
believe the followers of the
NIPM.
The National Inner Peace

Movement is not a religious
organization but their ·doctrine
operates on the belief that everyone came to earth ~ith a purpose
and the answers you seek are
found within yourself.

TENNIS

BALLS
Plus a Complete Line of Sporting Goods
for your Spring Activities

WILLIE STRANGE
~PORTING GOODS

506 North Pine

111 ·West Bth--4 Blocks West of CWSC

We're looking forward to serving
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ANNIVERSARY SALE
DA1LY SPECl-LS AND DRAWINGS'

APRIL 8 -- 13th

A fallacy held by many · students on campus is that women
now face no more discrimination
·in the educational system. Unfortunately, this is not so. The
pressures on women begin when
they are born, and in spite of progress that has been made in the
last few years, this pressure continues to cripple and hinder
many women.

.HOURS: NOON - 8 PM
Deluxe 10 Gal. All Glass

AQUARIUM
with full florescent
hood and Growlux bulb.
Reg. $26.50

$19.95
OVERTON'S TROPICAL
FISH SH.OP .

THIS WEEK

Wilson Creek Rd. 962-9166
..

Youth Card Sales
.Youth Fare Tickets
Eura ii .Passes
Britrai I Passes

434 North Sprague 925-3167 ·

MOVIE_S
LIBERTY

From

came

van Sydow
Liv Ullmann"'

to survive...

·The New Land
Sunday at 5:30-8:15

VILLAGE

925-4598

One of the greatest influences
on a small child today is the television set. An excessively large
percentage of the shows and
commercials portray women as
sex objects (some desirable, the
rest very undesirable) who are
never quite as intelligent as men.
More devious and cunning perhaps, but less intelligent. There
are exceptions of course, but exceptions do not constitute the
rule.
The commercials aimed at
children are usually worse, with
the emphasis on sexy dolls and
household imitations for girls and
other things for boys. How can

ALL AIRLINES
REPRESE NT6D

"The Emigrants" .
dream,
the
settlers' struggle

Women face discrimination
in education, TV commercials
this slanted TV viewing not
affect a child's ambitions and
abilities to persevere with her
education?

dent in the junior high and high
schools? Physical education is
now much easier for the girl than
for the hoy. Expenditures for
athletic equipment for . the girls
Then the child goes to school. are usually a small percentage of
The books she reads in class the total athletic budget. How
those first few years usually many girls are discouraged in
portray males doing the exciting their career plans by counselors
things, and females watching the who fail to see the girl's real pomales or doing housework. Often tential, and instead steers her
the exercises done during physi- toward more "acceptable" goals?
cal education are easier for girls
College for women holds a few
than for boys. Even at the
obvious
prejudices and many
elementary school level the girl
learns that she doesn't always subtle ones. The most obvious
have to perform as well as a boy are the easiest to fight and
change. Even getting an admisto get as good a grade.
sion of the subtle ones is diffiAnd of course we mustn't cult. The ones easily ~een a .. d
forget that shining example of often discussed include gross diswomen in a position that children parity in the amount of money
see every day. Most schools have spent on athletics and physical
a ypale principal who has the final education for women compared
word on all matters of real impor- to that allotted for men.
tance. Under him are the teachAnd of course there are all the
ers, usually all women. When she problems of the female student
leaves the sixth grade, how much who is also a mother--financial
of her potential has already been pressures due to babysitting
destroyed in today's girl child? costs, and the general difficulty
What is expected of the stu- of finding good child care.

Snorting snuff new college rage
or is snuffing just 'nosestalgia ?'
Called "snorting" by the what it's all about. Usually, they
young, a rage of fancy snuff sniff- try .snuff just once and there is a
ing is sweeping college campuses good reason for this.
all over the US. The snorting
Most chewing tobacco and
population seems now to be snuff available in the US is
about evenly divided between pretty vile. This is because
men and women.
American tobacco companies are
Although one columnist has really cigarette companies and
attributed the reappearance of their snuff and chewing .tobacco,
· Snuffing to "nosetalgia," it is ' if they make any, are by-proprobably more likely due to the ducts made from left-over and
persistent efforts of a San Fran- reject tobacco - perhaps even
cisco based company, Dean Swift sweepings.
Snuff sniffers have no worry
Ltd. They are going about it in
the right way. They will send you about lungfuls of tar as harmful
free samples plus literature of tars are created when tobacco is
the history, use and etiquette of burned; · in fact, snuff is sniffed
Snuff. The literature is interest- and it never reaches the lungs.
ing and the samples are excel- The nasal membranes actually
lent. Their address is: Box 2009, absoro snuff with a pleasant
effect, as anyone who has even
San Francisco, CA 94126.
Most people get off to a bad "snorted" any stimulant understart with snuff. Just about the stands. Snuff is a direct hit withtime they are trying out different out any harmful side-effects.
kinds of cigarettes, cigars and Eucalyptus snuff, for example,
pipes a few also try chewing comes on with a nice cool rush
tobacco and "snuff' just to see that opens up your passages and

Open6:45
Shows at 7:00-9:00

THE FUNNIEST LOVE
STORY OF THE YEAR
"A very
funny
and
vew very
touching
romantic
comedy."
-Judith Crist
New York Magaiine

George Segal
on A

GlendaJackson

Melvin Frank Film

A Touch Of Class
925-3266

.ELLEN DRIVE IN·

Open7:15

FRI-SAT-SUN
36 hour.'t to ..,hare

CLINT EASTWOOD
mGIPLAIHS
DRIFTER .

·the lol'e of a lifetime.
A

Robert Wise

P•Oduc•·o"

~

I

Bring this ad to their store, along with your
own container, and you will receive,
absolutely free, a quarterpound. of fresh,
nutritious_peanut butter that you can grind
yourself a·t the store.
Come see our complete stock· of natural
foods,. and we.'d love to talk about any
questions you might have.

clears your head.
Tobacco was unknown in Europe before the discovery- of
America. The earliest Spanish
explorers found a flourishing perfumed snuffing tobacco industry
in America. Pre-Columbian Americans used snuff habitually from the Arctic Circle to Tierra
del Fuego. Returning Spaniards
brought perfumed snuff back to
Europe where it became a sensation.
In the 17 and 18 centuries, during the era variously called "The
Age of Elegance" and "The Age
of Enlightenment", snuff sniffing
was the universal habit of the
upper classes. Tradesmen smok
ed, sometimes on cool evenings
and around the fireplace or
brazier, for where else a live
coal? Peasants enjoyed their
tobacco orally.
If the tobacco was in leaf form
this was called "chewing"; if the
tobacco was ground this habit
was called "dipping" to distinguish it from the intended purpose, snuffing. Remember that
persons of the lower class did not
have pockets and did not carry
handkerchiefs. The mouth was a
convenient receptacle and, often,
a hiding place for a pinch purloined from milord or milady.
Besides possibly preventing
common colds and relieving sinusitis, snuff according to good
authority cures completely
Ringewormes, greate scabbes,
short breathes, King's evill,
buboes, obstructions, the poisoning from arrows, carbuncles,
night sweats, the French pox and
many other miseries!
After that bit of fluff you're
ready for the big question: "Are
vou up to snuff?"

ART OF JEWELRY
Custom made
wedding rings.
Diamonds, Jade,
Blue Agates.
309 N. Pearl
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Partners

Alva Treadwell and his dog
Anne take a walk through
Ellensburg every day.
Treadwell is retired, he calls
the walks with Anne has "daily
rounds." His daily rounds keep
him ·in touch with friends and
acquaintences he has made during his fifty years in Ellensburg.
"I can stick my head in darn near
any store in town and they know
me." He says and they do, old
berry picking pals, hunting buddies, and former students of his.
His daily rounds ·with Anne are
also a way of maintaining his
independence.
Treadwell is blind, Anne
guides him along the street that
he can no longer see.
"Having Anne is the difference
between sitting on my butt all
day or getting out and being
active," Treadwell says.
Treadwell lost his sight as a
result of diabetes. That happened shortly after he retired from
34 years of teaching at Central.
"I started the Business Ed
Department," he said. "I hired on
in the Fall of 1937. When I got
there, they'd just bought about
eight brand new typewriters and!
the· president's secretary had!
started teaching typing." Tread··
well took it from there. "I taught
every business ed. course in the
book; typing, shorthand, business arithmetic, accounting. I
taught six and eight courses a
quarter. Sometimes two classes

the same period, I'd start the
typing class out on a speed drill
and then I'd run next door and
start tfie shorthand class out on a
test. There was a glass· partition
between and .I could always see
what was going on in the other
room."
Treadwell arrived in Ellensburg in 1923, a member of a large
family that had a dance band.
"That was the first year of the
rodeo and they asked us to stick
around." They stuck around.
They played the first rodeo and
many other places over the next
few years. "I played the trumpet,
my older brother played the
trombone, my younger brother
played drums and my mother
played the sax. From the time I
was in the eighth grade until I
graduated from high school that's how I earned my spending
money."
,
Treadwell graduated from Ellensburg High School and went
to Pullman, which was then
WSC. There he was in charge of
the military band and the college
band during his junior and senior
years. "Students were in charge
of the bands in those days. You
made some money but you
earned it," he said thinking of the
hours he had put in at the job.
As Treadwell talked, Anne lay
quietly at his feet. Anne is 23
months old. She has been with
Treadwell since December of
1973 when they completed training together at International

Guiding Eyes Inc. Of Los Angeles, a non-profit organization.
It takes approximately six
months and $5000 to train one of
the dogs. Two trainers are used
and then the dog is introduced to
its new owner and they live and
train together for one month.
"The main trainer, Erich Penner, is an ex U-boat captain.
After the war he trained dogs for
police work," said Treadwell.
"He really' trains the dogs--just
like you'd expect an ex U-.boat
captain would. He doesn't let up
on them, or on the blind person."
Not only do many dogs wash out
of training but many of their
prospective partners do, those
unable to stand the training, or
someone Penner thinks would
not be good for the dog. The dogs
can be taken away if they are
mistreated.
The training is extensive but
the results are phenomenal. "I'm·
with Anne twenty-four-hours a
day. Without her I'd be ... Yes, it's
okay to pet her, but not when
she's working in harness. I don't
want people to think I'm just
another crabby old blind man
when I tell them they can't pet
her when she's working," he said.
"But it does distract her/' Once
some little girls called out to
Anne and distracted her so that
she walked Treadwell into a pole.
"She knows when she's made a
mistake," he said. "She's a good
dog."
'

text:

Rik Dalvlt
Photos:
Brian Pugnetti
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!Central Recreation

Turner Revue appears April . 19
The tentative appearance . of
the Ike and Tina Turner Revue is
set for April 19. Also on the bill is
the band '·'Child" from Seattle.
Don Bryce, chairman of the
Entertainment commission, believes that this will be one of the
best entertainment groups Central has had this year. "The 20
member group displays some of"
the best showmanship there is
around today," Bryce said.
Bryce chose the Ike and Tina
Turner Revue from a list of top
professional entertainers simply
?Y asking !or opinions. He asked

everyone he knew and a lot of speakers, for example Barry
people he didn't. His associates in Goldwater and, to a lesser
the Commission did the same and degree, Bob Hope, have been
they all received · the same ainied toward the right. The San
response. Tickets ·will be $4 in Francisco Mime Troupe is to the
contrary.
advance, $5 at the door.
Bryce has a group scheduJed to
The Mime Troupe will present
appear April 11 that call themselves the San Francisco Mime a shortened version of their
Troupe. They are a group of _ performance oh April 10 either in
actors and actresses that per- the Pit or outside the cafeteria,
form plays which are politically depending on the weather. That,
contemporary and employ music of course, will not cost anything.
The entire play, performed the
and mime.
Bryce said that politically next night in McConnell Auditororiented entertainment and il}m at 8 p.m. will cost $1.

A place to live and time to grow
from Mike McLeod·
Recreation Coordinator
There will be a s~le on used recreational equipment in the Tent'N
Tube Rental Shop, located in SUB, April 16, beginning at 10 a.m.
The items offered are as follows:
1. Snocraft Snowshoes with Sherpa bindings (5 pairs) $40 ea.
2. Mt. Product, 2-man tent & fly
Feather-weight tent for two. Weighs 3 lbs. 11 oz. including poles,
nylon durapegs, guy lines, line tighteners and stuff sack.
Waterproof fly included (2 only) $48 ea.
3. Mr. Product, 3-man tent & fly. Light-weight roomy tent for
three. Floor space is 5'8x8' with 10" sidewalls and 4' high ridge
'line. Stuff sack and waterproof fly included. (2only) $60 ea.
4. Jan Sport Scout Pack & Frame (5 only) 20 ea.
5. Jan Sport Explorer pack and frame (3 only) $30 ea.
6. Coleman Lantern - Double· Mantel (3 only) $13.94 ea.
7. Schwinn Varsity 10-speed Bikes
22 inch and 26 inch (6 only) $65 ea.
8. Double Bited 28" ax (1 only) $8
9. Hako - Six-Man rafts (6 only) $15-25
All items will be on display before the sale in the Tent 'n Tube,
which is open Monday-Sunday, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. All sales will be for
ca~sh only; we cannQt accept checks.
Co-Rec Report
Pool Parties: The swimming pool is available in Monday nights
from 8-10 p.m. for private parties. This service is open to any
recognized "on campus" organization. The cost of this service is $8
per hour. Any group wishing to utilize this service must submit a
request two weeks in advance in SUB 102.
Tournaments
Basketball free-throw shoot: Co-ed teams of 2. There will be double
elimination and consolation rounds, beginning April 9 and running
to the 11. Entry fee of $1 per team. Winners will receive tickets and
transportation to the Gordon Lightfoot concert at Expo May 17.
There will also be a co-ed tennis tournament beginning April 23-26. - "
Entry fee of $2 per team. Prizes will consist of, for first place - 2
aluminum tennis rackets, second place - 2 racket covers, third place
- 2 cans of balls.
Entrants for the basketball free:throw shoot or tennis tournament
can register at Co-Rec or SUB 102.
A Co-ed slow-pitch softball tournament (5 plus 5) is in the making.
all those interested cpntact Russ Nichols, Co-Rec Supervisor or
SUB 102.
All those interested in joining the Campus Bowling League, contact
Russ Nichols Bowling time is 3 p.m. on Wednesdays. Cost is $1.80
for 3 games.
Games room
The Games Room will offer free pool on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 5-6 p.m. and Saturdays and_ Sundays from 1-3 p.m.
Special Events ·
Kite Flying competition in May (sometime) Check with Brian, SUB
· ·
102, if interested.
Expo Info
·
For specifics, see Kathy Kilgore.in SUB 102, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
If you want to write for your own packet, write to:
Expo Info Packet
Hospitality Services
P.O. Box 1974
Spokane, Washington

Blind grant offered
Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college menmaybe 3 out of 1_00-who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico, Virginia.
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've gof it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a m~n .
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Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Name
Address
City
School

Age

State

Zip _ _ _ __
Class of

Phone
S?cial Security #
If you are a senior, check here for !nformation on Officer Candidates Class
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Applications will be accepted
until May 1 for a scholarship
offered to legally blind university
students pursuing professional
degrees, according to Ray Angel,
student division chairman of the
National Federation of the Blind
of Washington and a UW graduate student.
Known as the Howard Brown
Rickard Scholarship, the award
provid~s financial support in the
study of law, medicine, engineering, architecture and the natural
sciences. The number and a-

mount vary yearly, but recent
awards have ranged from $1200
to $2000~
Its purpose,, according to Angel, is to encourage the blind to
prepare for professional positions more traditionally held by
the sighted. The real problem of
blindness, he said, Is not the loss
of ey~ght. _ _
.- .
Further information and an
application form are available
from the NFBW office, PO Box
12563, Seattle, 98111. The phone
number is 624-9066.
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Complaints spur high hopes
for new Ellensburg city law
to control homeless felines

PRODUCING A PUPPET VERSION of Rip Van Winkle will be
Assistant Prof. James Hawkins of the Theatre and Drama l)epartment. Hawkins agrees "all the world's a stage," as he's had performances staged in Jtuditoriums, cafeterias and gyms.

Centra/'s puppet troupe
to perform Rip VanWinkle
"This is an invaluable experience,"-stated Assistant Professor
of Theatre and Drama, James A.
Hawkins, refering to Central's
third annual Children's Theatre
Touring group and the students
involved in their recent production of an American classic, "Rip
Van Winkle."
The Children's Touring Thea. tre, often referred to as the
"Theatre-Go-Round," brings the
magic of the theatre to children
where they live. This production
features the charm of colonial
folktale as told by actors and a
cast of five, three-foot puppets
performing as the little men of
the Catskill _Mountains.
· The famous . words: 'All the
world is a stage ' seemed also to
be true for Hawkins and the
students because "most of our
stuff goes into gymnasiums and
cafeterias and we put on a show"
said Hawkins. The Children's
Theatre plans to perform outside
the valley area and throughout
the state.
Besides making over 30 scheduled w ashington performances
through May 30, including performances at the Threepenny
Playhouse beginning April 15,
-this production has been contacted to perform May 17-19 at the
Lilac Festival in Spokane, in
Canada for the Puppeteers of

Teacher attending summer
school would like to house or
apt. "sit" from June 18-Aug; 16.
Write: Nora Lentz, 240 Sunset
Ave., Wenatchee, WA 98801

America May 25 and EXPO 1974
World's Fair, the second week in
June.

by David Wasser
Due to numerous complaints,
the Crier decided to investigate
the cat situation in Ellensburg.
Problems with cats? Well, more
than one parent has become
upset when little Johnny returns
home from the neighborhood
sandbox with a handful of
"Almond Roca."
Brooklane Village and College
duplexes suffer from this problem with coverless ·sandboxes
luring the cats in.
Can anything be done to curb
the contaminated sandboxes?
According to Rick Sucee, Ellensburg's Animal Control . Officer,
there is no ·legal means of
elimi.nating the problem.
While Elfensburg has laws
regarding stray dogs, the city
has no control of its cats. "We
can't do a thing with cats unless
they're injured or sick," ·explains
·
Sucee.
Some people do want a cat
ordinance in Ellensburg but
there is no organized group
attempting to push through such
a law. Sucee feels any such ordinance would be similar to the
pr.e sent Seattle law.
In Seattle, if a stray cat is ! >Il
an individual's property he may
hold it and call the animal control
officer. The cat would then be
held for several days, and if not

-

claimed would be destroyed.
While there are no statistics on
the number of cats in the city, a
study completed in 1972. showed
there to be 3500 dogs in the
Ellensburg area, which is twice
the national average for a city
this size. Many feel there are just
as many cats, if not more.

Sucee also wished to point out
some other animal related problems. A great many students
·abandon their dogs and cats at
the end of the year, costing the
city a lot of time and money. He
also wished to point out that all
dogs in the city over six months
old ~re required to be licensed.

SAVE TIME I MO•Y
DRY UP TO
5-·LOADS
IN -oNE

DRYER
Fo r 3 0 .,. .

'

,'free coffee too.

8th I Walnut

·LAUNDROMAT

lots of ·FREE PARKING
Next to Arctic Circle

This is your key to unprecedented·calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Paekard offers it
It lets you 11 speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack. This means: (1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see all intermediate data
anytime.
.
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four(+,.,..., x, +}.
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers·, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fi?<ed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point throughout its 200-decade range.
Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, · by all
means see and test them.

•
Hewlett-Packard makes the most
HEWLE!T [/Ip] PACKARD . adwnced pocket-sized computer
•

calculators in dteworld. ·
614/09

WELCOME STUDENTS
For Tropical Fish and
Aquarium Supplies
Come To

OVERTON'S
TROPICAL FISH

925-9166
Located 2 Miles llorth. Of
Old Vanta.11 H'war On Wilson Creek Road

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
In the SUB

!Catalog
Production lab
Dance tonight
The production lab is open
The Portland band "Brown
Sugar" will be playing in the Sunday through Thursday from 7
small SUB ballroom from 9 to 12. to 9 p.m. Location is in Bouillon
Cost will be 75 cent!s for singles Library 222.
Vets union
and $1.25 for couples.
The
Veterans
Student Union
Movie
meet
in
SUB
103
for a generwill
The film "Catch 22" will be
shown April 11 and 12 in the SUB al meeting today at 2:30 p.m.
ballroom at 7 a~d 9 p.m. Cost w.ill This is in preparation for the
be $1 and is sponsored by the state-wide vets meeting in Seattle next week.
ASC.
Chi-Alpha
Health students
Chi-Alpha,
Monday nights at 7
A meeting of Health majors
and minors will be held in Grupe p.m.; Co-ed Bible study, Tuesday
Conference Center tonight at 7. nights at 7 p.m.; and Prayer and
Important information will be Praise, Thursday nights at 7 p.m.
All at the Chi-Alpha House locatissued at that time.
ed at 1009 D Street.
Campus Crusade
Film classics
A leadership training class for
C.A.S.H. will present film
the Campus Crusade for Christ
will be held from 7-9 tonight in classics on April 11, starting at
6:30 in Hitchcock Hall. AdmisFine Arts 115.
sion is 25 cents and there'll be

free popcorn. Watch this space Brown of Recreational Equipment Inc.~ Seattle, will speak and
for more information.
present demonstrations on the
Christian spring retreat
Come "Set Your Spirit Free" topic: Boots, Packs, and Sleeping
at a spring retreat brought to Bag's. The seminar will be on
you by Chi Alpha Christian Thursday, April 11, at 7 p.m.,
Fellowship. This rewarding ex- Lind Science Hall 100. The public
·
perience begins tomorrow night, is invited.
April 5, with a retreat "kickoff'
Master degrees
at the Assembly of God church,
Master's candidates must notiCapitol and Walnut, and contin- fy the Graduate Office of intent
ues on Saturday and Sunday at to graduate April 5, 1974 and
the Lazy F Ranch in Manashtash complete all requirements for the
Canyon. Speaking will be Wayne master's degree through the
Butchard, and the Seattle sing- Graduate Admissions and Reing group, "The Broken Vessels". cords Office by May 17, 1974.
All for. the registration fee of
Student wives
only $10. So set your spirit free
A general meeting of the
and call 963-2307 or 925-9139 for
Central Washington State
further information.
Dames, the student wives associRecreation demonstration
ation,.
will be held on the first and
The Department of Geolo.gy
and Physics announces a seminar .t hird Wednesday of each month
George at 8 p.m. in the Grupe Center.
of general interest.
,-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~st~ls...

colorings .for
Spring

Selective Service
Male students about to turn 18
are reminded that they must still
register with their local Selective
Service board within 30 days of
their birthday.
Bike licenses
1974-75 City of Ellensburg
bicycle licenses are now available
in the campus police office. The
fee is $_1_, and must be picked up
by May 1. You must have a
license if you ride on the city
streets.
BA degrees
BA degree applications are
now being accepted in the ·
Registrar's Office for spring
quarter 1974 graduation. The
deadline for all applicaitons is
April 5, 1974.
Student teachers ·
Fall, quarter student teachers
· should update their applications
in Black 217 as sqon as your
spring · quarter classes are confirmed.
, LDSSA
The LDSSA is having a paper
drive. Call 963-2935 on upper
campus and 963-2270 on lower
campus for someone to pick up
your papers.
Summer NDSL loans
Applications for summer quarter National Direct Student
Loans may be picked up until
April 15 in the Office of Financial
Counseling and Financial Aid.
·
Notice
The Catalog section is provided as ·a courtesy to depattments
and student clubs. Items submitted are subject to editing, .
rewriting and are printed on ·a
space available basi~.

for the session starting July, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified Amer·
ican students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.

After the dark,
dreary vvinter,
the light-bright Flower and Fruit Tones.
As fresh aS a Country Garden

• •

Spring means a new beginning, .
so bloSsem out in a Panana Flower
Jacket, Shirt, Skirt and Pan1s.

Label 4 Jrs

by Jantzen

Since the language barrier const itutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12·16 week medical and conversational language course, mandatory for
all students. Five hours daily, 5 days
per week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school.
In addition, Eurorned provides students with a 12-16 week intensive cultural orientation program, with American students now studying medicine
in that particular country serving · as
counselors.

Senior or 1raduate students currentlJ
enrolled in an American university are
eli&ible to participate in the Eurometl
pro1ram.

For application and further
information, phone toll free:

(800) E45-1234
in New York State phone:

(516) 746-2380

or write,

CHARGE
at

Euromed, Ltd.
DOWNTOWN

170 Old Country Road
Mineola. N.Y. 11501
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'Bicycle Sundays' set
.for area enthusiasts
Five "Bicycle Sundays" have
been planned for Ellensburg area
cycle enthusiasts. ·
They will start with Sunday,
April 28 and continue through
Sunday, Oct. 27. The Washington
Department of Highways has
planned the special events, which
will make use of the Canyon
Road.
Neil Dahl, a spokesman for the
highways department, said that
the bicycle route, which extends
along a 26 mile stretch of Canyon
Road, will be open from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. Automobile traffic will be
"EXCELLENCE IN JOURNALISM" contestants shared the SUB
with Mock Legislators and Central students 'last weekend in an unusual few days of statewide gatherings. This girl had her work
really cut out for her, as competition in the journalism contest was
stiff.

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
For
•

Pre-Recorded Tape.s

•

Records

•

Stereos

•

Needles

•

Repair Service

DEAN'S
417 N. Pearl Downtown 925-1828

Besides the April and Oct.
dates, May 26, June 30 and Sept.
29 have been selected as "Bicycle
Sundays."
The Ellensburg-area "Bicycle
Sunday" program has been operating now for three years. Over
that span, several hundred bicyclists have availed themselves
of the special traffic allowances.
Bikers have been varied in age
and background and have included state and local officials.

·Wash

Tyee iournalists take awards;
WJEA contest draws crowd.
Student journalists from Tyee field. Photographers had two
High' School in the Highline divisions: action and mood/
School District and Roosevelt portrait~
The judges were: Hu Blonk
Junior High School of Port
Angeles came away with the and Robert Burnett, Wenatchee
most awards at the annual state Daily World; Mike Conant, Seatwriting contest held Saturday at tle P-1; Tom Burnside and Carol
Perkins, Yakima Herald ReCentral.
This year's contest, sponsored · public.
Here is a compilation of the
by the Washington Journalism
Education Association, allowed winners by category:
Photography [action] -- Rick
competition in both the senior
and junior high school level for Nichols, Kirkland, the Juanita
' editors, writers, reporters and Levington, first place; Diane
photographers of newspapers Hamilton, Seattle, second, the
Tyee Signal; Rick Hassen, Seatand yea-rbooks.
More than 130 students from tle, third, the Tyee Signal.
Photography [mood/portrait]
16 cities in the state participated
in the one-day statewide event. --Carey Smith, Redmond, The
Regional contests were held ear- Redmond Blaze, first place; Dave
Opitz, Seattle, The Sentinel of
lier this year.
The Tyee students, represent- Nathan Hale High School, seing the staff of the Signal their cond; Kevin Clarke, Redmond,
school newspaper, and Tahlkie The Redmond Blaze, third.
Sports [senior high] -- Jim
their yearbook, took first place lb
newswriting, editorials and Harder, Seattle, the Tyee Signal,
sports writing; second place in first place; Alan Downs, the
feature writing, yearbook copy Rainier Mountaineer of Rainier
writing, and action photography, High School, second; Sher Smith,
plus third place in action photo- Wenatchee, the Emo Echo of
graphy. Their advisors are Nan- Eastmont High School, third
, cy Rudy, newspaper, and Mrs. place.
Eulene R. Henderson, yearbook. . Yearbook copy -~ LaVerne
The Roosevelt Junior High Woods, Redmond, the Revista of
students won first place in Redmond High School, first ·
editorial writing. Their advisor is place; Laura Giffin, Seattle, the
Tahlkie of Tyee High School,
Robert Ross.
Competitors were permitted second place; Patti Tellefsen,
to enter any of six divisions in Ferndale, third place.
Editorials [senior high] -- Paula
which they covered a live news
conference, wrote their stories Veach, Seattle, the Tyee Signal,
under pressure of deadJine, and first · place, Bridget Kelly, the
had their copy judged immedi- Sentinel of Nathan Hale High
ately by professionals in the Sc~ool, second place; Steve Shu-

limited to 25 miles per hour during the special days . .

Dll ·• ll&HT ·
OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT

man, Ellensburg, the Alutant of
Ellensburg High School, third
place.
Newswriting Uunior high] · -Rob Murray, Vancouver, the
Pioneer Press of McLoughlin
Junior High School, first place.
Newswriting [senior high] -Joe Straus, Seattle, the Tyee
Signal, first place; Jerry Fritzmanri, Seattle, the Chinook of
West Seattle High School, second place; Cheryl Ernst, the
Sentinel of Nathan Hale High
School, Seattle, third place.

Seit Senice
LaundrJ . :L_nL
8th I

~

Walnut~=,,.

Next fo the

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr~ Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
-but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put · a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs · of your medical education. More, 1you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a healtb care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
prac~ically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your ~p~cialty. Whic_
h may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical_ achievements happening right where you
work. Like. at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.

-----------------------,
~~~~d Forces Scholarships

Z..CN-44

Universal City, Texas 78148

~~W6 i~f~~~~~~0 of%~~fc~~} 18~ti~gp~r~¥~ao'D~rn'rl1 8

Veterinary• O POd1atry O Other (please specify)

Name------,~-~----~
(please print)
Soc. Sec.# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City
State

Zip

Enrolled at
(school)
To graduate in
(month)
Date of birth

(month)

(year)
(day)

(degree)
(year)

*Veterinary not available in Navy Program.

-----------------------~

ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE

DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
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Alums wake up to·
blitz Central nine
The old-timers came across
with six hits and parlayed them
into six runs to down the Central
varsity in a 10-inning tilt here
Saturday.
The alums, who had a slow
start and were down 5-0 at the
end of six innings, scored their
runs in the seventh, eighth and
ninth for the win. Jim Thompson's sacrifice fly in the bottom of
the ninth scored Ed Chase for the
winning tally.
Chase started the ninth frame
with his second hit of the game, a
double, and moved to third on an
error.
John Duncan busted a two-run
homer off Ellensburg frosh Sonny Tinnell for the opening runs
for the alumni and was aided in
t.he eighth by 1973 co-captain Bob
j..elley who singled to open the
mning. He advanced to second on
a steal, went to third on a passed
ball and scored on Bill Adkison's
sacrifice fly. Thompson, who had
been hit by a pitch, scored the
alums second run of the eighth
frame on a triple by Jim Kalian,
and Kalian closed the alum
scoring in the eighth by crossing
the plate on an infield out.
Scoring ea:tly, with one run apiece in the second, third and
fourth, the 197 4 edition of the
'Cats punched out 13 hits, but
were able to convert them into
only five runs. Ty Gorton, Bud
Fish, Jim Swanson, Greg Kalian

and Mark Maxfield grabbed two
hits apiece.
The 'Cats scored two runs in
the fifth to close their scoring on
a two-run single by Swanson.
Kalian and Maxfield each had a
triple and a single, with Maxfield
driving in a varsity run.
Tomorrow, the Wildcats will
move into EvCo league play
when they travel to Monmouth,
Oregon to meet the Oregon College Wolves in the league opener
for both squads.
'Cat head coach Gary Frederick has tabbed John Robinett, a
junior out of Everett CC as the
starter in the league opener on
Friday. Jim Clem, another junior, will share mound duties with
the Everett transfer. Clem is a
Peninsula CC product.
Saturday's double header will
be opened by Mike Hagan, a junior transfer from Yakima Valley
CC. Gary Wasson, a Grandview
native who played community
college ball at Centralia, will
start the final game of the threegame series. Wayne Arnold,
Casey Feroglia and Rex Easley
will be the relievers for the
series, according to Frederick.
Frederick listed his starters

Russell to
speak here

Crier

Bill Russell, head coach of
Seattle's pro basketball team,
the Supersonics, will appear on
the Central campus to speak at
Nicholson Pavilion Monday, April 15. The talk by the former
NBA-All-Pro is slated for 8 p.m.
Russell led the Sonics to a
third-place finish in the Pacific
Division of the National Basketball Association this year. Playing in the Western Conference,
the Sonics rolled to a 36-46
season, 11 games out of first. It
was · one of their best seasons
ever. They won their last regular
season game last Thursday by
downing the Phoenix Suns 127123 before 12,500 fans in Seattle.
Russell was an All-American
when he played college ball for
cond place in the long jump with the University of San Francisco,
an effort 21'5 1/2". Central's and went on to be an All-R
other second placements came
Russell was an All-American
from freshman Mike Daniels in
when he played college ball for
the discus with a fling of 139'-9
the University of San Francisco,
1/2" and junior sprinter Pat Fitand went on to be an All-Pro with
terer stopped the clock at 10.2 in
the Boston Celtics, a perennial
the 100 yd. dash.
power in the NBA. He filled the
Central head coach Tom Lion- billet of player-coach on the
vale was satisfied with his team's Boston club before entering the
performance, particularly his head coaching position at Seattle.
The multi-talented Russell, in
freshmen. Lionvale singled out
several first year men including addition to his highly successful
Daniels, Dave Andrews, Reese basketball career, has hosted a
Colbo, Dick Nunez, Jim Perry nationally syndicated television
talk show, appeared on television
and Gary Zasimozich.
in numerous guest appearances
The Central spikers will pit
and hosted a radio talk show.
their talents against Pacific
Tickets for the speech by
Lutheran and Seattle Pacific at a Russell will be on sale in the
tri-meet in Tacoma this Satur- Samuelson Union Building and
day.
will cost 50 cents for students
April 13 the Wildcats will be at with ASC cards and $1 for
home, hosting Eastern Washing- others. Tickets will also be
ton and Oregon at 11 a.m.
available at the door.

Sports

Spikers fare well in
Spokane meet
by Clint Anderson
The Central cindermen raced
to two firsts and five second
place finishes in a non-scoring
track meet at Spokane Falls
Community College last Saturday.
Central's opposition came from
Whitman, North Idaho, Spokane
Falls CC, Spokane CC, Bellevue
CC and Highline CC.
The Wildcat's double victories
came from senior co-captain
Wayne Tegen and sophomore
Nate Warswick. Tegen captured
the 440 intermediate hurdles in
56. 2 seconds while teammate
Warswick was the victor in the

as: Greg Kalian, first base; Jim
Spencer, second base; Bud Fish,
shortstop; Mark Maxfield, third; .
Ted Taylor, . catcher; and Jeff. 120 high hurdles.
Junior hurdler Tom Clark gave
Hansen, Jim Swanson and Ty
Gorton in the outfield.
his Wildcat team a pair of
seconds in the 120 highs and the
intermediates. Craig Jones, Central's other co-captain, took se-

Eldred,

Page
honored
AW ARD WINNERS-Bill Eldred,
[left] a senior from West Seattle,
was honored as the. Team Captain and Inspirational Player in
voting by his teammates, announced head basketball coach
Dean Nicholson. Steve Page,
[right], a Tacoma sophomor.e won
the Willie Strange Hustle A·
ward. The Hustle award is
sponsored by a local merchant.
Eldred earned the Hustle award
last year, while the captain honor
was won by Rich Hansen.
DIRT BIKES

MINIBIKES

iA

·~
TRAIL · BIKES

ON/OFF ROAD BIKES

..

HONOAUNE

SUNDAY SPAGHETTI DINNER
AT

ROAOBtKES

, All the many worlds of
motorcycling in one place.
MORE MODELS • MORE SERVICE
MORE ACCESSORIES • MORE PARTS

JOHNSON'S HONDA
410 N. Main 925-3146

FnNn Mighty to Mlni,Holida has it all.

THE

ALL YOU CAN EAT
$1.00
Starts at 4 p.m.
every Sunday

MENU
Spaghetti
Green Salad.
Garlic Bread
One Beer or Soft Drink

Tennis season opens
with Seattle U Friday
"It is really hard to make any
definite statem_e nts concerning
our squad this early," stated
Dean · Nicholson, head tennis
coach. "It is difficult to say what
kind of a team we will have this
season."
The Wildcats lost their first,
third and · fourth seeded players
from their last year's NAIA District 1 championship team.
Kim Schofa, a Yakima senior,
is currently the top seed on the
Wildcat squad. He filled the number two position last season.
The Central net squad lost top
seeded Ken Van Amberg, third
seeded Mike Whitney and fourth
seeded Jon Hyink. The Central
netters took a trip to the
nationals last season but did not
place.
Yakima sophomore Larry
Frueh is filling the second spot
for the 'Cats at this time, followed by junior Rick Van Horn, a
Yakima Valley CC transfer, Seattle sophomore Mike Gamble,
Ellensburg senior Bill Irving and
Centralia senior Dave Rapp.
According to the head coach,
Ellensburg senior Dick Irving,
Seattle sophs Seth Fulcher and
:Steve Aagaard and Auburn soph
Scott Fitzsimmons are also in the
running for the sixth berth on
the squad.
"We have won the district title
for the past two seasons, but it
can be tough to repeat when
three of your four top people are
gone," Nicholson added.
"It is hard to say this early in
the season who the top conten-

ders in the league will :be. I
haven't seen any of the district
teams competing." Nicholson
noted that Western "could be
tough." .
The 'Cat net coach listed his
doubles teams as: Scholz and
Freuh, Van Horn and Gamble
and Irving and Rapp.
The 'Cats were slated to meet

'Cat natters
top YVC
The Central Wildcats traveled
to Yakima Valley College Tues:
day afternoon and downed th~
Indian netters 9-0.
The 'Cat charge was led by
senior Kim Scholz as he defeated
Yakima's Dave Jongeward 6-2,
6-2 in number one singles competition.
Central lost but one set in their
sweep over the hapless Indians.
Other scores were as follows:
Singles- #2 Larry Frueh (C)
defeated Tom Card (Y) 6-1, 6-1;
#3 Rick Van Horn (C) defeated
Stewart Graham (Y) 3-6, 6-3, 6-2;
#4 Mike Gamble (C) defeated Bob
Vincent 6-0,6-1; #5 Bill Irving (C)
defeated Steve Scholz (Y) 6-1,6-0;
#6 Dave Rapp (C) defeated Brad
· Holmes (Y) 6-0, 6-0. Doubles- #1
Scholz-Frueh (C) defeated Graham-Vincent (Y) 6-0, 6-1; #3
Irving-Rapp (C) defeated ScholzHolmes (Y) 6-0,6-0.
Central will be home against
·Seattle U. Friday at 3:30 p.m.

Former coach
hospitalized
Dean Nicholson
Seattle University, but were
rained out, according to the
coach. Seattle University will
compete at Central tomorrow at
3:30 p.m., as previously scheduled.
The cancelled match will · be
played later in the spring.

Former Central head track
coach Art Hutton is recovering
from a heart attack at Yakima
Memorial Hospital.
Under Hutton's direction, .the
Central spikers . garnered seven
consecutive EvCo track titles
and finished in the second spot
once.
Hutton guided the Central harriers and track men from 1964
to 1971.

'Cat duo qualifies
for track regionals
by Jackie Humphries ·
Central's women's track team
opened its season last weekend
with a cold, windy, rainy meet at
Eastern. Despite the unfavorable
weather elements, two 'Cat thinclads, Cary Burrell and Mary
Petree qualified for the Regionals to be held at Eastern April 5,
1974.
Flathead Community College,
with 94 points demolished competition in the meet, .leaving even
. second place Eastern with only
21 points and third place Central
with 18. Simon Fraser gained 11
.points for fourth place. North
Idaho College, 8 points, and
Whitworth 2 points, took fifth
and sixth place respectively.
Sophomore Cary Burrell placed first in the javelin with a distance of 117'8 and freshman
Mary Petree took third in the
discus with 111'8, which allows
them a place in Regional competition.
Four Kittens took fourth
places in their respective events:
Melanie Kiehn, 100 yd. dash;
Sally McKenzie, 220 yd. dash;
Nancy Ehle, 880 yd. run; and
Eileen Trudgeon, 3000 m. run.
The 440 relay netted a time of
54. 7 and the 880 medley relay .
2:01.3.
Coach Jan Boyungs deems the
meet's highlight as the 880
medley relay in which Sally McThe Frie1:1dly Place
'Homemade goods--Handicrafts
303 N. Main 925-3552

·Kenzie brought the team from
fourth place going into the last
lap by edging a Flathead Community College anchor, and gaining a second place ·c~t finish.
"Considering the elements, I
think the team had a good first
showing, but there is room -for
improvement," concluded Bo-

yungs.
Central takes to the road again
this weekend to participate · in
the Whitworth relays. The
strongest contender will again _be
Flathead CC. Other schools in
attendance will be the University
of Montana, University of Idaho,
Eastern and Whitworth.

ALASKA is booming this year! Approved handbook, "JOBS IN ALASKA", covers all ·:>ccupations, _including pipeline .. 1974 ~dition~ $3.00,
from JOBS IN ALASKA, Box 1565, Anchorage
99510, a licensed ~mp~oyment agency_.

* * * * * * ·coUPON * * * * * *
s·PECIAL COUPON
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BASEBALL, TRACK AND FIELD SCHEDULE
SPRING, 1974
Head Coach: Tom Lionvale
Assistant Coach':
Walter {Spike] Arlt

Baseba_
ll

APRIL
5 *At Oregon College (1) 3
p.m.
6 *At Oregon College (2) 10
a.m.
8-9 Washington [Single Games]
12 *At Western Washington (1)
3 p.m.
.
13 *At Western Washington (2)
10 a.m.
19 *Eastern Oregon [l] 3 p.m.
20 *Eastern Oregon [l] 10 a.m.
26 *Southern Oregon [l] 3 p.m.
27 *Southern Oregon [2] 10 a.m.
MAY
3

4
7

10
11
17-18
23-25

*At Oregon Tech (1) . 3 p.m.
*At Oregon Tech (2) 10 a.m.
At Yakima Valley College (1)
*Eastern Washington [l] 3
p.m.
*Eastern Washington [2] 10
a.m.
District Play-offs
Area Play-offs
National Play-offs
St. Joseph, Missouri
*League Games

Troe k an d ·F.le Id.

Head Coach: Gary Frederick
Assistant Coach: Tom Parry

APRIL
6 At Pacific Lutheran University with Seattle Pacific
·college
13 Eastern Washington State
College, Eastern Oregon
State College
20 At University of Idaho with
Eastern Washington State
College
27 Whitworth College
Portland Track Club
MAY
4 At Western Washington
State College with Pacific
Lutheran University
10-11 Evergreen Conference,
·: Ellensburg
18 NAIA District l, at Tacoma
~3-25 · .NAIA National at Arkadelphia, Arkansas
..__ _ _ _ _ Home Meets start at 11 a.m.
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··There ·are two
things you can always
count on ...

everybody else's prices will get
higher.and our prices won't.
Of course, the prices. for the bread,
gasoline, etc., are just fantasy. But, the
real prices for these same items are
cert{linly anything but realistic in the
stores right now .
. And you can be sure of one thing . . . the
price~ for rent, foo~, utilities, and just
aoout everything else will continue · to
rise next fall.
Because our cost'i are rising, we 'II be·raising
the rate for on ca.mpus living next year. And
everyone who moves into campus hosuing
next fall is going to have to pay a little more.
Everyone that is, except those of you who
will be living in one of our various types of
,,f campus housing as of May 31.
Because of you ol' faithfuls, we can afford

to give you a break on your room and board
rates for next year. And we'll continue to do
that year after Yeark
.
As long as you continue to live in the
same type of campus housing, we will never
raise your rates one red cent!
It's just one way we can say thanks for
living with us.
So, give us a call at 963-1831 or drop by
the Housing Office, 206 Barge Hall and save
yourself some money this quarter ... and
next year!
Our New Rate Concept ...
just another of the many things
we're doing to make your home
here a little nicer place to live ..
Housing
and a lot cheaper!
I

n

